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While George Burns tells us, "you can't help growing older, but you need not get old". Many
folks are looking for ways to enhance the quality of their lives because they age. But we are in
need of guidance to create our old age meaningful and positive. The desire to live well as we
age group is widespread. If you are unwilling to stay for a mediocre life in your old years, it's
time to discover: • How to overcome retirement • Methods to improve your life if you are
already retired • The need for refl ection as well as action • How to respond to bad myths
about aging • Ways of promote a quality older life Whether you are preparing for retirement or
already are experiencing it firsthand, it is necessary to find proven methods and ways of help
you improve your daily life as you pursue Resilient Aging.
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A How-to Book on Aging Well Gary Carlson, Past Chair, Sage-ing Guild and Conscious Aging
Network of New MexicoI liked this publication! Milstein, a former university professor, tells his
personal tale about retirement, problems he has faced, and strategies he offers used to make
this a wealthy and rewarding time of life. He talks about how others possess struggled to find
indicating in their later years, and uses the framework of resiliency to explore methods to
develop richness in one's own existence. for my 62 years, but until I read this book, I did so not
have an excellent plan to enjoy what period I may have left. My wife purchased Milstein's
"Resilient Aging"." As you who has studied this time around of lifestyle and is now living it, I came
across the book to maintain positivity, encouraging and full of helpful information and
approaches for "making the most of your older years. Never too old to love and learn Clear,
exact,insightful,and provocative. This book will now become component of an annual personal
check-up on my birthday each year. At first I was reading about the procedure of aging and
quickly I was pulled into the issue and was reading about my own aging. Scanning this book
became an individual journey rather than always a straightforward one. Unexpectedly I've got
to relook at myself, my tips and my plans and I observe that I have to make a number of
changes to have the future I'd like. I am right now giving this reserve to other seniors I value,
but I'll keep a copy for myself as a road map for my future. I got that but a lot more. Don't
browse this book if you don't are prepared to consult some hard questions of yourself. It offers
it's own problems, and it's really own advantages. Milstein offers a wonderful variety of
practical and imaginative ideas for how we can move into our senior years with exhilaration
and enthusiasm rather than fear and dread. I would recommend it for teachers and learners
concerned with ageing in addition to individuals thinking about living fully. Don't Miss This One!
I actually greatly enjoyed reading Resilient Ageing. I came across the book extremely
reassuring if you ask me as I approach my pension years. I thank God for that. Dave Ziegler, Ph.
I specifically appreciate the honest, forthright method he addresses the issues I think the
majority of us seniors are worried about---our finances, wellness, and how to stay vitally
engaged in the world all around us.Do yourself a favor. Get this book and allow it end up
being your guidebook for how exactly to create a wealthy, meaningful and resilient life
throughout your "golden years." I simply got younger! The reserve is written clearly and simply in
a way that leads to understanding and enthusiasm about lifestyle in the "Third Age group. With
inspiring stories from his own existence, Dr. It's clearly considered to greatly help the reader
wrap their mind around the myriad of factors an aging person must consider - but maybe
hasn't place all in one spot. I thought I was doing better than O.K. Addressing a number of
resiliency abilities, Milstein uses age-related research findings, pithy estimates about aging and
written exercises to steer the reader via an exploration of their personal experiences and
values. I will purchase a case of these and send them to friends and family. I've never been
more encouraged, excited or optomistic about this part of lifestyle before. Thank you very
much Mike Milstein. Stan Morse, Raleigh, N.C." A personal roadmap I purchased Resilient Aging
hoping to find a somewhat academic treatment of issues of aging along with info and
statistics.This excellent "How To" book is a winner.D. I especially liked Millstein's premise that
becoming older isn't a rehash of the sooner stages of existence - it's different.D. The written text
plus exercises format is normally a most suitable tool for groups exploring and experiencing old
years.Phyllis Blumberg, Ed. The reader meets and hears Dr. Resillient Aging: Making the Most of
Your Older Years This is a fantastic go-to book to assist you think clearly about aging,
retirement and moving through your older years. It's an easy read that's not condescending. I
feel like I came across the Fountain of Youth! Milstein's warm and loving "tone of voice" as he



conducts a carfully crafted guide to enrichment and self self-exploration. But if you want to
make the most of the last third of your life, Resilient Aging is strongly suggested. Living Positively
Easily a a month workshop encompassed in 90 pages, replete with wise and witty quotes. A
very important tool for flexible living, specifically for the 50's, 60's and 70's age ranges.
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